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On 2017/18 
Corné Janse van Rensburg

I am very proud to table the most comprehensive annual over-
view of the Guild to date.

Membership

At the time of the national AGM in Johannesburg in April 2017, PEG had 593 
members. At the moment PEG has 425 members. This large difference can be 
ascribed to two things: last year’s AGM took place before the renewal period ended 
and this year’s AGM takes place at the end of the process. It is possible that the 
number of members can change as people renew their membership late. It is also 
possible that we have lost a large number of members – just more than 28% – since 
this time last year. It is becoming more and more difficult for members to pay annual 
membership fees and it is the Guild’s responsibility to continue to provide the best 
possible support to our members. Our branches, the resources that we offer and the 
learning opportunities that we create play a pivotal role in meeting members’ 
needs. In future, we will probably have to do much more to meet members’ ever-
growing expectations of what a professional association should be providing.

Executive Committee

We succeeded in maintaining continuity in crucial portfolios from 2016/17 to 
2017/18 but it proved very difficult to cope with the many vacancies in the 
Executive Committee. We were very glad to welcome Ruth Coetzee as interim 
national treasurer and the results of her hard work can be seen in the detailed 

branch and national financial state-
ments included in this annual report. 
(The full report has been sent to 
members and is available on PEG’s 
website.)

The Executive Committee met twice 
during the year: day-long meetings 
took place on Saturday 27 May and 
Saturday 25 November 2017 at 
Blandford Manor in Johannesburg. The 
rhythm of the Executive Committee 
meeting biannually – as soon as 
possible after the national AGM to 
plan the year ahead and then meeting 
again towards the end of the year to 
plan for the end of the financial year 
and to draw up the budget for the next 
financial year – seems to serve the 
Guild well. Members have questioned 
the money allocated in PEG’s budget 
to these Exco meetings. Why is it 
necessary for Exco members to travel? 
Why is Skype, for example, not used 
instead? I can assure members that 
the Guild’s money is spent frugally on 
these meetings and every effort is 
made to keep the costs as low as 
possible. The Exco meeting starts at 
09:00 and ends at 17:00 (inshallah) 
and I don’t think that anything other 
than a face-to-face meeting will serve 
the Guild at this time.

The Executive Committee lost two 
very valuable members during the 
year: Lia Marus, marketing and 
communications coordinator, resigned 
on 19 October 2017. Lia was also the 
editor of PEGboard, our newsletter, in 
addition to her marketing and social 
media responsibilities. Marita Botha, 
secretary, resigned on 21 January 
2018. She brought a conscientiousness 
and thoroughness to her portfolio that 
kept Exco on its toes. We will sorely 
miss Lia’s and Marita’s skills and 
contributions. On behalf of the Guild, I 
would like to thank them sincerely for 
their hard work.

Templates

New templates, with PEG’s 25th 
anniversary logo, our quadranscenten-
nial, have been developed for all the 
Guild’s needs and have been used 

#chairpersonsreport
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nationally and by the branches since the beginning of the year. The idea is to build 
an easily identifiable, stable and professional image for the Guild. The following 
templates have been developed for use by the Executive Committee and the 
branch committees: letterhead, invitation, registration form, evaluation form, 
agenda, minutes and report.

National events

The Guild does not have the people power to plan and execute national events. All 
the event planning takes place at branch level. Events with a national reach, for 
example the annual fiction-editing workshop and book fairs, become the responsi-
bility of the branch where the event takes place. When the budget for these larger 
events requires access to more money than branches have at their disposal, funds 
will be made available from the national account.

Communication and dialogue

PEGboard gives the chairperson of the Guild the opportunity to speak to members 
more regularly about developments in the Guild. In 2017/18, only one issue of 
PEGboard was published. The June 2017 issue (volume 24 number 1) contained 
the chairperson’s annual report for 2016/17. Lia Marus resigned as the PEGboard 
editor after this issue, and Julia Smuts stepped into the editor’s shoes and 
compiled the first issue of our anniversary year (volume 25, number 1). PEGboard 
now has a new editor. Jacqui Baumgardt has taken the helm and with our support 
our newsletter will be put on a secure footing again. Trusted contributors have 
been contacted and with the participation of our branches, the newsletter will 
now appear quarterly.

On Saturday 6 May 2017, I attended SATI’s AGM in Cape Town. The AGM of the 
SATI Western Cape Chapter preceded SATI’s national AGM. I was warmly 
welcomed as an observer and the relations between PEG and SATI, both LAMP 
alliance members, remain supportive and cordial. On Thursday 3 August 2018, I 
represented PEG at the launch of the 11th edition of the Afrikaanse woordelys en 
spelreëls (Pharos) at the Nasdak, Naspers Building, Cape Town. I also represented 
PEG at the breakfast for the bicentennial of the National Library of South Africa (of 
which the Centre for the Book forms a part) in February 2018.

In May 2017, Yusuf Groenewald, Director of Softlite, our website developer, 
informed me that disaster had struck: PEG’s website, that had been unavailable 
from the day before, fell victim to ransomware. The files of our website, hosted on 
the servers at Web Africa, were encrypted by a cryptolocker. This included the 
web server, the database server and the data backup server. A ransom of $300 
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was asked before the files would be decrypted. On advice from Yusuf, it was 
decided not to pay the ransom but to rebuild the website from what could be 
salvaged. By 2 June 2017, a skeleton website was available again and the new 
website also became secure (https://) shortly thereafter when we acquired an 
SSL certificate.

With our payment for the subscription to the online Oxford dictionaries premium 
resources on behalf of the Guild, access was created for members from PEG’s 
website. There were a number of teething problems, but with the support of 
Oxford and Yusuf, all our members now have access to the online Oxford 
dictionary and premium resources. This free resource has become indispensable 
for many members and the budget for 2018/19 made provision for the renewal of 
our subscription.

PEG considered a similar corporate subscription from PharosOnline on behalf of 
our members, but it was too costly. We were able to offer members a discounted 
subscription rate for this valuable online resource until February 2018. Exco 
will continue to explore ways in which to give members access to the best 
possible resources.

Concerns and challenges

As I wrote in the previous annual report, I remain concerned about PEG’s regis-
tration as a non-profit company (NPC) and all the legal requirements that this 
entails. PEG’s registration as an NPC has also stumped to a large extent the 
planned revision of PEG’s constitution and standard operating procedures. We 
find ourselves in a conundrum: should we deregister immediately and consider 
other options or deregister after deciding what legal entity suits the Guild best? I 
believe that a considered legal opinion is required before any steps are taken and 
I think a decision about the matter should be made at a national AGM after 
members have been thoroughly informed of our options.

Vacant portfolios are problematic. It is very difficult to run PEG effectively and 
efficiently without enough volunteers. Without volunteers, the available volun-
teers become overburdened and exhausted. I would like to encourage all our 
members to become part of the executive structures of the Guild. It is less work 
than you might think and it can be a very rewarding experience.

With our interim treasurer, Ruth Coetzee, and our paymaster, Maria Scheepers, 
firmly in charge of PEG’s income and expenses, our only remaining challenge is 
the closing of the Gauteng and Western Cape branch accounts. We have not 
found our way out of this labyrinth but I hope that these two accounts will be 
closed during 2018/19. Having one business account with cost centres for the 
branches and special projects will make oversight and accounting much easier.

PEG’s re-created website needs urgent updating. The absence of a website 
coordinator has brought this process to a grinding halt. Although it has been 
possible to patch holes here and there with Yusuf’s help, and although it has been 

possible to update basic information 
(contact details and calendar, thank 
you, Kim!), a concerted effort is 
needed to fix our website. PEG 
concluded a service-level agreement 
with Softlite in 2017/18 but our input 
is needed to take full advantage of 
this agreement.

My last concern relates to PEG’s 
accreditation system. Drastic action is 
needed to finalise and test the Guild’s 
accreditation system. Our current 
membership categories and the 
distinctions that are being made are to 
a large degree unsatisfactory. We need 
to offer ‘accredited member’ as a 
category and as imprimatur of mem-
bers’ ability without further delay.

Focus areas for 2018/19

I would like PEG’s Executive 
Committee to focus its attention in 
2018/19 on the following three 
matters in particular:

 ● PEG’s legal status

 ● PEG’s website

 ● PEG’s accreditation system

Acknowledgements

PEG is a very large organisation and it 
is demanding more and more of the 
people who take responsibility for the 
Guild’s affairs. Many people offer up 
hours of their free time in different 
ways to make PEG successful and it is 
especially at branch level where 
office-bearers work very hard to meet 
members’ expectations. Unfortunately, 
their selfless contribution often goes 
unacknowledged. Today, on behalf of 
the Guild, I would like to thank all the 
volunteers for their selfless contribu-
tion to grow and develop our commu-
nity of editors.

The members of the Executive 
Committee are often criticised for 
perceived shortcomings. However, the 
committee is to be commended for its 
wholehearted approach to meeting 
the needs of PEG’s members and I 
thank them for their hard work during 
2017/18.

The centre of PEG’s many activities is 
our unassuming, patient and ex-
tremely efficient administrator. Ellyn 
Barry’s enormous task happens 
behind the scenes and is often taken 
for granted. This, however, should 
never happen, because Ellyn is the 
one who enables us to achieve so 
much. Ellyn, we appreciate your 
friendliness, tireless work and 
exemplary loyalty very sincerely. 
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#forthcomingevents

Gauteng
Nitty-gritty practical editing workshop:

 ● 18 August 2018: Advanced academic editing, Alexa 
Barnby, Cruises International, Senderwood.

Headline event:

 ● 21 July 2018: Winter warmer networking event, Erich Viedge, 
Brazen Head Library, Sandton.

Book fair:

 ● 7–9 September 2018: South African Book Fair, Newtown precinct. 

Western Cape
Headline event:

 ● 25 August 2018: Afrikaans grammar workshop, Tom McLachlan.

Nitty-gritty practical editing workshop:

 ● 29 September 2018: Bookkeeping and taxes for freelance editors, Richard 
van Blerk.

How to access the Oxford dictionaries premium resources from PEG’s website:

Checklist:

 ● Are you using PEG’s new website? You must use https://www.editors.org.
za/Default.aspx

 ● Do you have the login email and password that Ellyn sent to you? 

 ● If you are having a problem, have you tried to reset your password by 
requesting a new password?

Steps to follow:

 ● Once you have signed in, click 
on OUP Dictionary and you will 
be directed to the OUP website.

 ● You will then Select your 
dictionary. 

 ● To use the reference works, 
click on Premium (tab in the 
middle on top of the page) and 
you will be directed to the page 
Language references from 
the experts.

Note:

If you are inactive on the page for 
some time, you might be logged out 
and will have to log in again.

YouTubes to watch
 ● PerfectIt has introduced an 

updated version of its editing 
software and that now includes 
Mac users. You can view the 
demo at: https://youtu.be/
G1fmqsW8WY0

 ● Louise Harnby has made the 
following free YouTube video 
available for those who want to 
market themselves and obtain 
new clients: https://www.
louiseharnbyproofreader.com/
how-to-get-editing-work.html. 

#onlineresources 

Oxford dictionaries premium resources

KwaZulu-Natal
Nitty-gritty practical editing 
workshop: 

 ● 15 September 2018: Academic 
editing, David Newmarch. 
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Events celebrating PEG’s 25th anniversary reached a high note 
this year when two annual general meetings took place in Cape 
Town on 26 May 2018, hosted by the Western Cape branch. 
These events, held in the impressive historic Centre for the 
Book opposite Parliament at the foot of Table Mountain, went 
exceptionally well with a good turnout and a positive 
atmosphere prevailing at both meetings. There were sufficient 
attendees and proxies to form a quorum for both meetings, and 
national chairperson, Corné Janse van Rensburg, could proceed 
without delay to present the most comprehensive annual 
overview of the Guild to date. Find the full report of the Western 
Cape branch in the annual report for 2017/18 (27–43).

A few controversial issues were debated from the outset. Two matters that 
particularly evoked lengthy discussions were the deregistering of PEG as a 
non-profit company (NPC) and PEG’s accreditation system. Given the difficult 
history and obstacles up to now, it was unanimously decided that PEG should 
seek professional legal advice on whether to deregister PEG as an NPC. Second, 
introducing PEG’s own accreditation test has become a matter of urgency. These 
two matters, and the updating of PEG’s website, will be the three focus areas in 
the next financial year. 

The attendees were informed that the number of PEG members had dropped 
somewhat this year. This decline was ascribed to the fact that some members 

could not afford the annual member-
ship fee (R560 for the 2018/19 
financial year) as well as a number of 
members forgetting to renew, who 
tend to do so towards the middle of 
the year. There was consensus that 
the annual membership fee was most 
reasonable given what PEG offers 
members in lifelong learning in the 
form of regular workshops, the e-chat 
group, a subscription to the authorita-
tive Oxford resources, a mentoring 
programme and weekly communica-
tion on matters of interest relating to 
language practitioners – a unique 
offering that not many other organisa-
tions can match.

Though not all were filled, several 
members volunteered for vacant 
positions on the branch and national 
committees. The ideal situation would 
of course be for every member to 
volunteer for one or two years. 
Considering the long-term benefits of 
belonging to the Guild, as well as 
those of being a committee member, 
it seems that volunteering may be 
making a comeback.

Finally, the prestigious PEG awards 
were announced: the Derrick Hurlin 
Mentor of the Year was awarded to 
Hester van der Walt; the Norman 
Blight Chat-group Contributor of the 
Year went to Jacqui Baumgardt; and 
our Volunteer of the Year award 
recipients included Melissa Davidson, 
Brenda Daniels and Julia Smuts 
(Gauteng, KZN and Western Cape 
branches, respectively).

A superb selection of books, mostly 
dictionaries – worth more than 
R5 000 – were donated to the attend-
ees, with each person being able to 
make his or her own selection. The 
events concluded with a pleasant 
gathering around lovely culinary 
treats provided by Bernard Ruthven, 
while some attendees used the 
opportunity to visit the ever-popular 
book-swop table and take a new 
‘friend’ home. 

#westerncapeandnationalAGMS

PEG’s annual general meetings in 
Cape Town a resounding success
Michele Boshoff

Sharing a lighter moment at the AGMs are (at the back from left): Alison Downie, newly 
elected national vice-chairperson and member-at-large (Western Cape branch); John 
Linnegar, mentoring scheme coordinator (Western Cape branch); and Corné Janse van 
Rensburg, national chairperson and vice-chairperson of the Western Cape branch. In the 
front are (from left) newly elected website coordinator and e-groups coordinator Kim 
Rasmussen and newly elected Western Cape branch secretary Wilna Swart. 
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#kznAGM2018

Camilla Singh

The AGM of the KwaZulu-Natal branch of PEG was held on 
Saturday 12 May 2018.   

Members 

The KZN branch currently has 21 members. 

Events report

Topics ranged from business processes, in-text-referencing, and using MS 
Word such as the application of styles. A highlight was the presentation by 
John Linnegar on negotiating the differences between light, medium and 
heavy editing. I think we are all in awe of him. He presented a very stimulating 
workshop. We ended the year with a most enjoyable coffee morning at Spriggs 
in Kloof. 

Mentorship

Jacqui Baumgardt completed the mentorship programme.

Thank yous

The activities of the branch would not have been possible without the hard work 
and support of many. On behalf of the branch, I would like to thank the following 
people:

 ● Brenda Daniels, for her secretarial efficiency;

 ● Shielagh Bamber and Jacqui Baumgardt, for sourcing varied and 
interesting training sessions;

 ● Margi McGrath, for keeping the finances on track;

 ● David Newmarch, for his support and participation;

 ● Margi McGrath, Jacqui Baumgardt, David Newmarch and Richard Steele, 
who conducted popular workshops;

 ● The Executive Committee for their unstinting and cheerful support. 

Events held during 2017

Managing your small business
Presenter: Margi McGrath
Saturday 25 March 2017
Attendees: 9

In-text referencing
Presenter: Jacqui Baumgardt
Saturday 10 June 2017
Attendees: 7

Practical MS Word workshop
Presenter: David Newmarch
Saturday 22 July 2017
Attendees: 7

Negotiating the differences 
between light, medium and heavy 
editing
Presenter: John Linnegar
Saturday 2 September 2017
Attendees: 12

Word Styles
Presenter: Dr Richard Steele
Saturday 28 October 2017
Attendees: 8

Social event
Tea at Spriggs in Kloof
Saturday 2 December 2017
Attendees: 12

John Linnegar presented his 
Advanced Editing course in Durban 
and there was a good turnout.

A year of beginnings 
and great progress
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In my capacity as the chairperson of the Gauteng branch, I have 
the pleasure in filling you in on the events and happenings of 
our branch over the past financial year.

Membership

On Wednesday 28 February 2018 the Gauteng branch had 197 paid-up members, 
making it the largest of the three PEG branches. New members continue to join 
the organisation and are welcomed with a personal email. It has been most 
heart-warming to see so many new faces at various events.

Branch committee

The current branch committee members were elected at the AGM held on 
Saturday 8 April 2017 at Cruises International in Senderwood, Johannesburg. 
All volunteer committee members hold elected positions as chairperson, vice-
chairperson, secretary, treasurer, events coordinator and mentoring coordinator 
for a two-year term. These committee members are supported by members-at-
large, whose contribution is greatly appreciated. All the committee members 
have fulfilled demanding tasks and committee work with dedication while still 
carrying out their other responsibilities.

1. Member lists with contact details were compiled, updated and circulated to 
PEG office-bearers, and are available on the PEG website.

2. During the course of the year, Lia Marus resigned as secretary owing to ill 
health, and Christien Terblanche took over this role. At the end of 2017, 
Nicola Tapson resigned as branch mentoring coordinator and Christien has 
taken over this position as well. Benita Bohnen resigned as events coordina-
tor at the end of January 2018, in order to take maternity leave, and Melissa 
Davidson has acted in this position to date. Michelle Taylor has been an 
unofficial member-at-large and has attended, and contributed to, one of the 
committee meetings.

Events

The new committee decided to run a Survey Monkey survey to find out what the 
needs of members were. The survey was sent out during May 2017 and 72 
responses were received. Based on these responses, the committee decided on 
the events to be held during the year, and a new programme for the nitty-gritty 
practical editing workshops and quarterly headline events was drawn up 
and circulated.

We investigated a number of venues in the Gauteng area. Several proved to be 
too expensive and so were not considered for events. The venues used during 
2017/8 were:

 ● First Guest House, Lynnwood, 
Pretoria;

 ● Accolades Boutique Venue, 
Midrand – used for two events 
to date;

 ● Cruises International, 
Senderwood – used for three 
events;

 ● Possums on Burnside, 
Craighall Park – used for two 
networking events during 
2017;

 ● German Country Club, 
Paulshof – used for the New 
Year networking breakfast.

We continued to use the evaluation 
forms that were introduced in 2014 
to gauge attendees’ needs and 
expectations, to test the appropriate- 
ness and relevance of the topic and 
presenter and to measure whether 
events satisfied members’ require-
ments in terms of both content and 
organisation.

The following nitty-gritty practical 
editing workshops were presented 
from the second quarter of 2017 to 
the end of the first quarter of 2018:

2017

 ● Saturday 24 June: Addressing 
pitfalls in editing journals, 
presented by Christien 
Terblanche, held at First Guest 
House.

 ● Saturday 26 August: Editing 
for inclusivity, presented by 
Melissa Davidson, held at 
Cruises International.

 ● Saturday 28 October: 
Introduction to academic 
editing, presented by Alexa 
Barnby, held at Accolades.

2018

 ● Saturday 10 March: Tools of 
the trade – editing in PDF and 
PPT, presented by Christien 
Terblanche and Melissa 
Davidson (for Sandi Twomey), 
held at Accolades.

#gautengAGM2018

Ruth Pressler

Innovation and growth

>
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The following headline events were presented from the second quarter of 2017 to 
the end of the first quarter of 2018:

2017

 ● Saturday 3 June: Winter warmer networking event, held at Possums 
on Burnside.

 ● Saturday 18 November: Finances and financial planning for freelance editors, 
presented by Jason Appel and Adriaan Basson, held at Cruises International. 
This event was originally meant to be held at Accolades in July but was 
postponed.

 ● Saturday 9 December: Year-end networking event, held at Possums on Burnside.

2018

 ● Saturday 27 January: New Year networking breakfast, held at the German 
Country Club; guest speakers: Marion Boers, Eleanor-Mary Cadell and 
Irene Stotko.

Other events and involvement

 ● The South African Book Fair (SABF) took place from 8 to 10 September 2017 at 
Museum Africa in Johannesburg. PEG was a main partner with the South 
African Translators’ Institute (SATI) on the stand representing the Alliance of 
Language and Media Practitioners of South Africa (LAMP), which is a member 
of the South African Book Development Council that now runs the Fair. 
Isabelle Delvare (for PEG and LAMP) and Marion Boers (for SATI and LAMP) 
organised the stand and were generously helped by various members of these 
organisations. The other PEG members involved were Lia Marus, Eleanor-
Mary Caddell, Reinoud Boers and Karin Pampallis.

 ● The Christian Writers of Southern Africa contacted PEG about the Christian 
Writing Fair to be held at the Rosebank Union Church on Saturday 3 March 
2018. It was decided that PEG would have a stand at this event, and the event 
was advertised to all PEG members. Melissa Davidson manned the stand from 
the start of the event until after lunch and handed out flyers, as well as PEG 
brochures, to interested parties. The PEG stand attracted a great deal of 
interest. It was clear that many people were unsure about the editing process, 
and the role and value of an editor. Melissa suggested that PEG produce a 
pamphlet that answers these questions for writers.

 ● After the successful grammar workshop, Mary Hazelton, a life member and 
one of the two presenters, offered to run follow-up workshops at her home, as 
well as at other venues, for members looking for a more hands-on approach. 
These follow-up events will take place from May 2018.

Thank yous

The activities of the branch would not have been possible without the hard work 
and support of many people. 

On behalf of the branch, I would like to 
thank the following people:

 ● Melissa Davidson, the vice-chair-
person, who has been of invalu-
able assistance to me during this 
first year of my term. She has 
voluntarily and enthusiastically 
taken on many tasks and has 
done a great deal to promote PEG. 
She has organised the events in 
the four months that we have 
been without an events coordina-
tor and has also presented several 
of the events.

 ● All the committee members for 
their tireless work on behalf of 
PEG. It is difficult to imagine how 
much of volunteers’ time, effort 
and sacrifice is needed to main-
tain a branch like ours and to 
enable it to do more every year. 
Here, I would like to thank two 
committee members, in particular 
Benita Bohnen who continued to 
organise events while she was 
heavily pregnant and left the 
branch having organised an 
exciting programme; and 
Christien Terblanche who has 
travelled from Potchefstroom to 
attend all the committee meetings 
and most of the events. Christien 
has run two of the events and has 
willingly taken on two committee 
roles when these became vacant. 
Thanks are also due to Isabelle 
Delvare, a former national 
chairperson, who has acted as 
mentor and sounding board to all 
the committee members.

 ● All the members of the branch 
who have helped in many diff- 
erent ways over this past year. 
Thank you for your time, goodwill 
and enthusiasm. 

 ● The administrative role Ellyn 
plays is important and we acknow- 
ledge the crucial role she plays in 
PEG.

 ● I would like to thank Irene Stotko, 
who voluntarily arranged for PEG 
to use the stunning venue at 
Alexander Forbes for our AGM at 
no cost to us. She also organised 
the catering and made all the 
logistical arrangements.

 ● And, of course, a very special 
thank you to Alexander Forbes 
and Lynn Stevens for so gener-
ously allowing PEG the use of 
their venue and donating refresh-
ments and staff to assist us.

I look forward to another successful 
year with PEG Gauteng! 

<…/ 7

The Gauteng committee:  
Back row: Left to right: Michelle Taylor (events); Eleanor-Mary Cadell (member-at-large); 
Melissa Davidson (vice-chairperson); Christien Terblanche (secretary and mentoring scheme 
coordinator)

Front row: Left to right: Karin Pampallis (member-at-large); Isabelle Delvare (treasurer); Joan 
Kalk (member-at-large); Ruth Pressler (chairperson); Lauren Klevansky (member-at-large)
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Judging by the queries raised on the PEG chat group recently, 
the humble hyphen seems to have a lot of explaining to do! In 
this issue, I focus on its many and varied uses in South African 
and UK English. Perhaps a few guidelines on the reasons for its 
usage (or not) will be useful.

I’ll be detailing SIX contexts in which the use of a hyphen prevents ambiguity, 
promotes clarity and aids the readability of text. I also consider briefly when a 
hyphen should not be used, before concluding with some points about the status 
of hyphenation in English.

HYPHEN USAGE A MATTER OF EVOLUTION, STYLE, OBSERVATION AND 
INSTINCT

There’s little doubt that hyphen usage (or not) reflects the Atlantic Divide 
between UK and US English (Kahn 1985:275): US English is much less hospitable 
to hyphens than UK English (Garner 2016:751). But reasonable people, Garner 
says, can agree that the hyphen must appear when an ambiguity or miscue (the 
reader being misled as to the writer’s intended meaning) is possible without it. 
For example:

pre-judicial (career) vs prejudicial (treatment); re-sign (sign again) vs  
resign (terminate).

Nevertheless, there are many instances in which the hyphen is necessary (or 
advisable); yet others in which there is an important distinction between a 
hyphenated compound and two separate words, and others in which the hyphen, 
by being misplaced, sets up an error or an ambiguity. Since hyphenation often 
depends upon the word’s or phrase’s role and its position in a sentence, these 
functions need to be considered when deciding whether to hyphenate or not 
(NHR 2014:58).

First, I consider six contexts when the insertion of a hyphen is necessary or 
advisable. 

1. A hyphen is usually inserted 
between a word and a prefix, 
suffix or other word-element 
(pre- and re- are special cases)

The prefixes anti-, co-, ex-, mid-, non-, 
pre-, post-, pro- and self- are often 
separated from what follows by 
hyphens (Kahn 1985:275; NHR 
2014:61–2; Swan 2005:551). 

The hyphen’s main function is to 
prevent ambiguity or awkward-look-
ing combinations of characters:

anti-war; co-accused; ex-partner; 
mid-term; non-proliferation; 
post-publication; pre-listing; 
pre-1980s; pro-life; self-study

When a prefix is attached to a proper 
noun, it must be hyphenated:

un-American; sub-Saharan; 
trans-Asian; anti-Darwinism

#hyphenation

To hyphenate or not to hyphenate: 
that is the (thorny) question
Lyn Aecer

‘Hyphens, or rather the 
omission of them, can be the 
cause of more trouble than 
might at first be supposed’ 

(Carey 1971:80).
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‘All marks of punctuation 
except the full stop … are 
used for convenience of 
reading … a punctuated 
sentence is one whose 

meaning and construction 
the reader can grasp with 
the minimum of effort’ 

(Treble & Vallins 1973:150).

The hyphen is used to avoid unusual combinations of letters (NHR 2014:61; 
NODWE 2014:85):

anti-inflammatory; counter-revolution; micro-organism; non-negotiable

The hyphen must be used when re- or pre- is followed by the letter e or when 
the first letter of the main part of the word is the same as the last letter of the 
prefix or combining form:

re-educate; re-enter; re-examine; pre-empt; pre-examination; anti-intellectual; 
counter-revolutionary

When re- carries the meaning ‘again’, the hyphen helps to distinguish this 
meaning from that of the conventional unhyphenated form (Kahn 1985:275; 
NHR 2014:61; NODWE 2014:299, 317):

re-store vs restore; re-create vs recreate; re-bound vs rebound; re-cover vs 
recover; re-treat vs retreat; pre-date vs predate (as in catch prey)

For example, in ‘They were using it to mark straight lines for relaying some 
flagstones’ (Partridge 1973:146), re-laying would be correct.

When the prefix is repeated:

anti-antilibertarian; sub-subcategory

Suffixes are always written either hyphenated or one word (closed) (NHR 2014:62):

Hyphenated: shell-less; bell-like (to avoid three l’s in a row); tortoise-like; Paris-like

Closed: catlike; husbandless; childproof; moonscape; nationwide

2. A hyphen is used to unite separate words into compound forms that 
function as a single unit

Such compound forms can also be written with spaces between their components 
or even as a single word with neither spaces nor hyphens (Kahn 1985:275):

tax payer; tax-payer; taxpayer

head waiter; head-waiter; headwaiter

Both British and US Englishes tend to avoid single-word compounds that would 
lead to strings of three or more consonants, or awkward combinations. For 
instance:

girlfriend (rlfr); publichouse (ch)

Says Garner (2016:752): ‘If two or more consecutive words make sense only 
when understood together as an adjective modifying a noun that follows, those 
words (excluding the noun) should be hyphenated.’ Carey (1971:82–3) and 
Strunk, White and Kalman (2000:55–6) concur. Collectively, they give us some 
useful examples:

credit card vs credit-card application; high frequency vs high-frequency sounds; 
leisure class vs leisure-class pursuits; natural gas vs natural-gas pipeline; small 
business vs small-business perspectives; a bomb dropped by air vs an air-
dropped bomb; the end of term vs end-of-term activities; hardest working vs 
hardest-working staff members 

Compound adjectives generally:

Forgetting to put hyphens in phrasal adjectives frequently leads to 
miscues. For example, does the phrase popular music critic refer to 
a critic in the area of popular music or to a sociable music critic? If 
the former, the phrase should be popular-music critic (Garner 
2016:598). And in the sentence ‘Every dog loving man should buy a 
ticket for this show’ (a dog-show), to avoid ambiguity, dog-loving should 
be hyphenated to create the writer’s intended meaning (Partridge 
1973:146). 

Furthermore, in instances such as these, the hyphen is again useful in 
preventing confusion. There is a great difference between these pairs:

four year-old horses (four horses each a year old); four-year-old horses (horses 
four years of age)

a fast food-worker (a food worker who works fast); a fast-food worker (a worker in 
a fast-food factory or restaurant)

As both Carey (1971:81) and Kahn (1985:276) point out, the hyphen in these 
constructions in writing often corresponds to a change in the 
stress-pattern in speech. An important point to keep in mind.

Other examples of compounding 
adjective phrases are:

blue-eyed; broken-hearted; 
grey-green; little-explored; 
nice-looking; red-hot; 
psychological–sociological

Compound adjectives comprising a 
longer phrase before a noun (as 
opposed to after it):

an out-of-work labourer vs that 
labourer is out of work; a step-by-
step process vs we advanced step 
by step; a boat entered in a round-
the-island race. 

Compound nouns made up with 
prepositions and adverb particles: 

in-joke; make-up; sister-in-law; 
stand-in; take-off

Compound verbs that begin with a 
noun:

baby-sit; house-hunt

<…/ 9
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3. When the latter word in a compound ends in a suffix such as -ed, -ing or 
-er; or when the former word ends in -ing, a hyphen is used to attach them:

ill-equipped; heavy-handed; crane-driver; bottle-opener; forward-looking; 
letter-writing; waiting-room; calling-card

4. When a compound changes its part of speech (eg compound nouns and verbs 
becoming adjectives or nouns), a hyphen is needed to dispel ambiguity:

Compound noun to compound adjective: fairy tale – fairy-tale wedding

Compound verb (verb + adverb) to adjectives and nouns: run down – give a 
rundown; a rundown house

Compound noun to hyphenated verb: cold shoulder – to cold-shoulder someone

5. Suspended hyphens

In an attempt to make writing less repetitive and laboured, authors (and their 
editors) resort to using the suspended hyphen. Some examples illustrate 
its usage:

policemen and -women; three-wheeled and -doored vehicle 

two-, three- and four-year-olds; pre- and post-operative; French- and Italian-
speaking; micro- and macroeconomics; inter- and intranational

6. Compound numbers (21–99), fractions and compass points

twenty-one; one hundred and thirty-five

two-thirds; four-fifths; five-sixteenths

three six-hundredths of a second

south-east; north-north-west (but the names of winds are closed – southeaster; 
northwesterly)

WHEN NOT TO USE A HYPHEN

After adverbs that end in -ly: 

a nicely made point, not a nicely-made point 

the finely crafted chair, not the finely-crafted chair

It is generally not necessary when re- is followed by the letter a, i, o or u:

realign; reappear; reintegrate; reinstate; reorganise; reorient; reuse; reunite

When a compound follows a noun:

the report is up to date; he is well known; 

With proper noun phrases (NHR 2014:62; NODWE 2014:361): 

ex-Prime Minister, not ex-Prime-Minister;

the Western Cape legislature, not the Western-Cape legislature

a Northern Ireland spokesperson, not a Northern-Ireland spokesperson (but an 
all-Ireland delegation)

South East Asia

With italic foreign phrases unless they are hyphenated in the original language 
(NHR 2014:60):

an ex post facto decision

an ad hominem argument

a sense of savoir-vivre

ARE HYPHENS DISAPPEARING?

Yes, and no. In general, the evolution of a language and the frequency of usage 
of expressions play a role in the progression from two separate words (open 
form) to a hyphenated form to a single word (closed form) (Carey 1971:80; NHR 
2014:58; Partridge 1973:146; Strunk, White & Kalman 2000:57); some com-
pounds even progress directly from two words to one, circumventing hyphena-
tion (Carey 1971:81; Kahn 1985:275). 

For example, the concept ‘light house’ (a structure with a fire burning in it that 
gave off light which guided ships) began its life as two words, then through more 
frequent usage became hyphenated, and now it appears as ‘lighthouse’ in most 
modern dictionaries (other examples are ‘health care/health-care/healthcare’ and 
‘wild life/wild-life/wildlife’). That process probably took centuries, but nowadays it 

is much quicker – take ‘e-mail’, for 
instance: a few decades after its 
coinage it is ubiquitously ‘email’ 
(although NODWE 2014:115 says ‘also 
e-mail’) and, according to NHR 
(2014:62), ‘“ebook” is gaining ground 
over “e-book”, but less familiar terms 
such as “e-learning” are currently (ie 
2014) hyphenated’ (NODWE 2104:112 
gives only ‘e-book’). 

In line with this process, Kahn (1985:275) 
and Swan (2005:551) agree that many 
common short compounds are now 
written ‘solid’, with no division 
between the words (eg boardroom, 
boyfriend, healthcare, jawbone, 
takeover, weekend, wellbeing); other 
less common or longer compounds are 
now more likely to be written as 
separate words (eg train driver, living 
room, service provider). But, adds 
Swan, this rather fluid situation at 
present is somewhat confused, and it 
is not unusual to find the same 
expression spelt in three different 
ways (eg ‘bookshop, book-shop, book 
shop’). He, along with Kahn 
(1985:275) and Strunk, White and 
Kalman (2000:57), offers us sound 
advice, though: 

‘If one is not sure whether to use 
a hyphen between words or not, 
the best thing is to look in a 
dictionary, or to write the words 
without a hyphen’ (Swan 
2005:551). 
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By Melanie Ann Law and Haidee Kruger

Over the last 11 years, Melanie Ann Law (North-West University, 
Vanderbijlpark) and Haidee Kruger (Macquarie University, 
Sydney) have co-authored several research articles and book 
chapters on editing in South Africa. From investigating how 
editors feel about issues of professionalisation to the develop-
ment of core standards for editing practice (as well as several 
other single-authored publications), Melanie and Haidee’s work 
has focused on understanding and unpacking what it is that 
editors do, how they do this and what the constraints are that 
have an impact on editors’ work. In this article, Melanie tells us 
about the findings from their most recent co-authored study, 
which was published as a chapter in the John Benjamins ATA 
scholarly monograph, Innovation and expansion in transla-
tion process research. In the study, Melanie and Haidee draw 
on eye-tracking data to understand how editors read. 

Jocelyn Bisaillon, a researcher of professional editing in Canada, published an 
article in 2007 in which she investigated the strategies that editors use. She 
defined editing as an activity in which editors comprehend and evaluate a text 
written by another person and make modifications to the text in accordance with 
the client’s mandate. What emerged from her study was that reading is crucial to 
the editing process, serving not only as an ‘on-ramp’ into the text and an 
‘off-ramp’ out of it, but also as an important problem-solving strategy during the 
editing process.

As editors, I think we are well aware of how central reading is to what we 
do – without the ability to read, we wouldn’t be able to do our work. Some 
well-known editing handbooks dedicate entire sections to the importance of 

reading and reading strategies for 
editors. For example, Mackenzie 
(2011) states that professional editors 
must possess exceptional reading 
skills, while Einsohn (2006) points out 
that effective reading strategies, such 
as different reading approaches, are 
crucial to the success of the editing 
process. These reading approaches 
are related to how we process a text 
differently depending on the stage of 
the editing process. 

Working from an empirical paradigm, 
Bisaillon identifies these stages and 
reading approaches as follows: first 
we do a preliminary read (which 
serves as the on-ramp into the text 
and during which we assess the text 
and consider potential problems and 
solutions), then we do a more 
in-depth type of reading (during 
which we identify and resolve most 
problems within the text), and then 
we do a final pass (which serves as 
an off-ramp out of the text and 
during which we assess the revi-
sions made during the previous 
stage and clean up any other 
problems that were missed). During 
each of these three stages our 
reading serves two purposes: to 
comprehend the text and to evaluate 

#howweread

‘Professional editors must 
possess exceptional reading 

skills’ (Mackenzie 2011).
How editors read
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it against our knowledge of stylistic discourse and linguistic norms (albeit to 
different degrees).

One of the most popular methods to investigate reading behaviour is the use of 
eye-tracking technology, which tracks the movement of the eye across a text. The 
eye-movement measurements allow researchers to make inferences about 
different kinds of reading and the cognitive effort associated with them. Eye-
movement measures can (very broadly) be grouped into two types: fixations 
and saccades. 

Fixations are points in the text where the eye is relatively still and it is, therefore, 
primarily during fixations that information for reading is collected. Previous 
research has shown that fixation-based measurements, like total fixation duration, 
average fixation duration and fixation count are valuable for understanding the 
cognitive effort required to process a text. The longer the fixations are and the 
more fixations that occur, the more effortful the reading task is (for whatever 
reason: perhaps the person is a second-language speaker of the language of the 
text, or the text is lexically dense and syntactically complex). Saccades, on the 
other hand, are the rapid movements that the eyes make between two fixations. 
Saccades may move the eyes forward in the text, but some saccades move the 
eyes to some point earlier in the text (in which case they are called regressions). 
These forward and backward movements of the eyes are so rapid that it is 
generally assumed that, during a saccade, the eyes do not collect information for 
reading. Like fixations, saccadic measurements (like direction, length and count) 
are used to index reading fluency and cognitive effort, and it is generally accepted 
that longer (lengthier) and fewer saccades are associated with reading ease or 
lower cognitive effort. 

There is a plethora of eye-tracking work on reading as it is done in conjunction 
with language-related tasks, such as writing, translating and proofreading, but 
little research has been done on the reading behaviour of professional editors 
during the editing process, despite the obvious importance of reading, and 
reading strategies, for editing work.

To address this gap, we designed an exploratory study drawing on eye-tracking 
methods to investigate how editors read (in comparison to non-editors) and how 
this reading behaviour differs depending on the purpose of the reading task. 
We were especially interested in understanding how the instruction to read 
a text in preparation for editing (so Bisaillon’s on-ramp stage) affects eye-move-
ment behaviour in comparison to reading for comprehension, and what the 
relationship between task instruction and editorial experience is. Drawing on 
Bisaillon’s definition of editing as an activity in which editors comprehend and 
evaluate texts, we explicitly defined reading in preparation for editing as 
incorporating elements of comprehension and evaluation (as opposed to reading 
for comprehension only). We therefore expected that reading in preparation for 
editing would be more effortful than reading for comprehension, and that the 
difference between the two would be more pronounced for non-editors than for 
editors. In addition to understanding this overall macro-level reading behaviour, 
we also wanted to investigate how editors and non-editors process errors 
when they encounter them in a text, and so we also analysed participants’ 
eye-movement behaviour in specific areas of the text in which errors occurred 
(which we refer to as areas of interest, or AOIs).

Study design

The participants in the study were split into two groups based on professional 
editing experience: 6 editors (who had 10 or more years’ editing experience) and 
5 non-editors (who had no editing experience, but had 10 or more years’ work 
experience in positions that require the production of textual material). All 
participants, therefore, had comparable work experience and exposure to the 
production of textual material. The participants were all mother-tongue speakers 
of English, held at least a bachelor’s degree and were at least 30 years old. These 

three criteria were included to control 
for any potential effects of age, 
education level and mother tongue on 
reading behaviour.

We selected two short newspaper 
articles (of approximately 150 words in 
length) that were comparable in terms 
of topic and lexical and syntactic 
complexity. Each text had six minor 
errors related to spelling and punctua-
tion, which were comparable across 
the two texts and occurred at similar 
points in each text.

Each participant was asked to read 
one of the texts for comprehension 
(after which they completed a 
comprehension test) and one in 
preparation for editing (after which 
they edited the text). We recorded the 
participants’ eye movements during 
both reading tasks. The texts and 
task instructions were rotated across 
the participants to avoid any influ-
ence that the instruction order may 
have had on the data.

For the overall reading behaviour we 
analysed the following eye-movement 
measures: fixation duration, fixation 
count, forward saccade length, 
saccade count, regression length and 
regression count. For the micro-analy-
sis of reading around the AOIs, we 
analysed dwell time (the total amount 
of time the eye spends in an AOI, and 
which includes all fixations and 
saccades) and first-fixation duration 
(the time spent when fixating on a 
word for the first time). First-fixation 
duration is typically related to early 
orthographic and other prelexical 
processing and reflects the effort 
associated with visual access and 
initial processing of particular words.

It should be noted that the small 
sample of participants severely 
limited the data analysis and we are 
not able to determine the significance 
of the findings at this stage. These 
limitations are fully explained in the 
published article from which this 
extract is derived.

‘Editing is an activity in 
which editors comprehend 

and evaluate texts’ 
(Bisaillon 2007).
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So, how do editors read?

For ease of interpretation, the findings for each of the measures investigated are 
presented as bullet points in the list that follows. Thereafter, a synthesised 
interpretation of the findings is given. 

The findings for overall reading are as follows:

 ● Fixation duration (for the participants who did the reading for the compre-
hension task first): Overall, the editors have consistently shorter fixation 
durations than the non-editors, indicating that the two reading tasks are less 
cognitively effortful for editors than for non-editors. There is also very little 
difference in the editors’ fixation durations across the two tasks, suggesting 
that they do not find the two reading tasks to be all that different. Non-
editors, however, do, and have significantly longer fixation durations when 
reading in preparation for editing than when reading for comprehension. 
(Note: When we analysed the data for overall reading, we found that there 
was a clear carry-over effect for the instruction order on the fixation dura-
tions of the 4 participants who did the reading in preparation for the editing 
task first (where there was very little difference between the fixation 
durations of the two groups across the two tasks). We did, however, find a 
difference in fixation durations of the 7 participants who did the reading for 
comprehension task first).

 ● Fixation count: We found very little difference in the number of fixations for 
the two groups during the two types of reading, which suggests that editors 
and non-editors take a similar number of visual samples during the two 
reading tasks. 

 ● Forward saccade length: When reading for editing, both editors and 
non-editors have shorter forward saccades compared to when they read for 
comprehension, with very little difference between the two groups (editors’ 
forward saccades were only slightly longer than those of the non-editors). It 
therefore appears that editing experience does not influence forward 
saccade length, but the editing task does. 

 ● Regression length: As with forward saccades, we found that both groups 
made shorter regressions when they read for editing compared to when they 
read for comprehension. While there was very little difference between the 
two groups, we did find that non-editors’ regressions were slightly longer 
than editors’.

In addition to the overall reading behaviour of editors and non-editors, we were also 
interested in how the two groups processed errors differently and how this differed 
across the two tasks. (Remember, both the text for comprehension and the editing 
text contained errors). The findings for dwell time and first-fixation duration are:

 ● Dwell time: Editors have shorter 
dwell times in error AOIs than 
non-editors (whose dwell times 
were particularly long) when 
reading in preparation for 
editing, which suggests that 
during this reading task, editors 
are able to process errors with 
greater ease than non-editors. It 
is interesting (and perhaps to be 
expected) that when editors 
encounter an error when reading 
for comprehension, their dwell 
times are longer than when they 
encounter an error when reading 
for editing. We think that this is 
most likely due to a conflict in 
the reading goal: Editors do not 
expect to find errors in the texts 
they read for comprehension 
and, when they do, the unex-
pectedness of the error causes 
them to dwell on it for a little 
longer.

 ● First-fixation duration: There is 
very little difference in editors’ 
first-fixation durations on 
spelling and punctuation errors 
for both reading tasks, which 
suggests that their initial process- 
ing of the two error types is not 
all that different and that this is 
maintained across the different 
reading tasks. Non-editors, on 
the other hand, have much longer 
first-fixation durations on 
spelling errors when they are 
reading for editing, suggesting 
that the early processing of 
spelling errors is much more 
effortful for them compared to 
punctuation errors and to editors.

When the data on overall reading 
and reading around error AOIs are 
considered, it is clear that editors and 
non-editors make use of similar 
strategies during both reading tasks 
with regard to the number of visual 
samples of the text they take. This is 
demonstrated in the similar findings 
for two groups’ spatial eye move-
ments (number of fixations, saccades 
and regressions). However, editors 
take shorter visual samples (in terms 
of the temporal measures) during 
both reading conditions, for overall 
reading and for reading around error 
AOIs compared to non-editors (with 
the exception of dwell times on errors 
during reading for comprehension). 
This suggests that even though 
reading for editing is more cogni-
tively demanding than reading for 
comprehension, editors seem to have 
developed highly automated reading 
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and processing strategies to deal 
with the additional demands associ-
ated with reading in preparation for 
editing. The evidence for this can 
also be found in the editors’ reading 
behaviour of errors, where they were 
able to process errors with much 
greater ease (much more quickly) 
than non-editors.

We therefore conclude that editors 
have highly developed reading 
strategies that allow them to process 
texts and errors more quickly and 
with less effort compared to non-
editors. We are not sure if this 
automated text-processing strategy 
develops through the accrual of work 
experience or through training and 
we are also unsure if the same 
strategies apply to the different 
stages of the editing process. 
Because of this, we hope that future 
research on the reading behaviour of 
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Vanessa-Lynn Neophytou is a freelance editor based in 
Durban, specialising in academic editing. She has an 
academic background, having spent twenty years lecturing 
at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN). 

When she took the decision in 2016 to become a self-employed freelance 
editor, Vanessa-Lynn completed the Copy-editing and Proofreading Course 
through the SA Writers’ College and the UCT GetSmarter Copy-Editing 
Course. Vanessa-Lynn was accustomed to editing as she had been a member 
of the editorial collective on the Journal Agenda: Empowering Women for 
Gender Equity for several years. However, the decision to take these courses 
was to familiarise herself with all the detail required by editing specialists. 
Vanessa-Lynn believes that these courses, her master’s degree in Sociology 
and her years spent in an academic environment qualify her to be a profes-
sional editor who can work conscientiously and calmly under pressure. This is 
important because she notes that, for an academic editor, work comes in, in 
batches at the same times throughout the year. During the quieter periods, 
she edits training manuals and does pro bono work. 

Vanessa-Lynn is an associate member of PEG, as well as a committee member 
of the KwaZulu-Natal branch. She edits with New Hart’s rules (2nd ed) and 
Garner’s modern English usage (4th ed) on her desk, as she finds she con-
stantly refers to them. Another beneficial resource she has easily at hand is 
The Chicago manual of style (17th ed). She finds the online chat group 
invaluable and has saved many of the conversation threads for future use. 
Vanessa-Lynn says she has learnt a lot from the various workshops run by 

#academiceditor

Who’s your  
colleague anyway? 

Vanessa-Lynn Neophytou

Vanessa says she has learnt a 
lot from the various 

workshops run by PEG’s 
KZN branch.

PEG’s KZN branch. She also finds that 
attending workshops gives one a 
sense of community with other 
freelance editors where one can 
exchange ideas and experiences. 

editors will include students and will 
further unpack reading during the 
different stages of the editing 
process. We also hope that future 
studies of editing will include bigger 
samples, so that we are better able to 
determine whether the findings are 
representative of the broader 
population of editors. 

Although our study made use of a 
small number of participants, the 
findings of this exploratory study 
point to the development of unique 
strategies to reduce and manage the 
cognitive effort associated with 
editing among editors and we 
therefore believe that further 
research into the cognitive processes 
associated with the various stages of 
the editing process will contribute to 
a better understanding not only of 
what editors do but also how they do 
this. 

<…/ 14
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Corné Janse van Rensburg

In die vorige uitgawe van PEGboard is daar gekyk hoe ’n mens 
jaartalle in Afrikaans moet skryf. In hierdie artikel val die klem 
op die gebruik van die koppelteken in Afrikaans, veral die 
onderskeid tussen die koppelteken, die afstandskoppelteken en 
die weglaatteken.
Omdat daar dikwels verwarring ontstaan oor die gebruik van 
koppeltekens en aandagstrepe, sal daar in die tweede gedeelte 
van die artikel aandag geskenk word aan verskillende 
aandagstrepe, insluitende die en- en em-streep, asook die 
horisontale balkie.

Koppelteken (-)

In Afrikaans is die koppelteken  skryfteken (soos die diakritiese tekens en die 
afkappingsteken) wat ons help om woorde reg te spel. Die HAT (2015:675) 
omskryf die koppelteken soos volg: “1 kort strepie as verbindingsteken tussen 
dele van party saamgestelde woorde, bv. in see-eend, kaas-en-wynonthaal, 
sing-sing. 2 kort strepie aan die einde van  reël waar  woord gebreek word”. 
Kom ons kyk chiasties na hierdie gebruike:

Die gebruik van die koppelteken by die afbreek van woorde word volledig in 
hoofstuk 1 van die AWS (2017:1–6) bereël (reël 1.1–16). Onthou om die 
onderskeid tussen lettergreep en sillabe (AWS 2017:723 en 730) te handhaaf 
wanneer woorde afgebreek word. (Vergelyk NVA 2018:179–183.)

Die koppelteken as verbindingsteken word volledig in hoofstuk 12 van die AWS 
(2017:77–100) bereël (reël 12.1–37). Onthou om ook hoofstuk 15 (2017:164–202) 
oor los en vas skryfwyse (veral reël 15.6–27) in gedagte te hou wanneer twyfel 
oor die gebruik van die koppelteken ontstaan. (Vergelyk NVA 2018:230–242; AG 
2018:311–312; SAAZ 2011:478–483.)

In Afrikaans word onderskeid getref 
tussen die volgende drie 
koppeltekens:

 ● Afstandskoppelteken (2017:711): 
“Die koppelteken wat in 
afstandsamestellings gebruik 
word. (Let op dat ’n spasie ná ’n 
afstandskoppelteken moet volg.)” 
Die gebruik van die 
afstandskoppelteken is met die 
11e uitgawe van die AWS 
verpligtend. Vergelyk reël 12.24. 

Voorbeelde: hoof- parlementêre 
beampte; reuse- politieke 
vergadering

 ● Koppelteken as weglaatteken 
(2017:736): “  Weglaatteken (ook 
weglatingsteken genoem) is  
teken wat aandui dat  klank, 
letter of woorddeel weggelaat is, 
byvoorbeeld die apostroof in ’t 
(het), of die koppelteken in 
taal- en letterkunde (naas: 
taalkunde en letterkunde).” Die 
gebruik van die weglaatteken 
word uiteengesit by reël 12.37.

Voorbeeld: kort- en 
langtermynbeplanning; 
woordeboeke en -lyste

  Vir hierdie taalpraktisyn bly die 
voorbeelde by reël 12.37(d) 
problematies en herhaling is hier 
soms duideliker as die gebruik 
van die koppelteken as 
weglaatteken.

Voorbeeld: soutoplossing 
(NaCl-oplossing) eerder as sout- 
(NaCl-)oplossing

K is vir koppeltekens
#koppeltekens(enaandagstrepe)

In Afrikaans word 
onderskeid getref tussen die 

afstandskoppelteken, die 
weglaatteken en die 

leesbaarheidskoppelteken. 
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 ● Die leesbaarheidskoppelteken word gebruik om dele van ’n woord te skei 
om die lees daarvan makliker te maak, veral waar daar ’n opeenhoping van 
vokale is. Reël 12.1 en 12.2 gee riglyne vir die gebruik van hierdie 
koppelteken.

Voorbeeld: senu-uitputting (dieselfde vokaal); senu-ineenstorting (verskillende 
vokale)

Aandagstreep (–)

In Afrikaans is die aandagstreep ’n leesteken wat, as dit korrek en oordeelkundig 
gebruik word, die leesbaarheid van tekste verbeter. Die HAT (2015:3) omskryf 
die aandagstreep soos volg: “leesteken in die vorm van  horisontale strepie 
langer as  koppelteken (-), gebruik om  pouse of die onderbreking van die 
gedagtegang aan te dui; gedagtestreep”. Lengte bepaal die verskil tussen die 
verskillende aandagstrepe: van kortste na langste het ons die koppelteken of 
en-streep, die em-streep en die horisontale balkie (SAAZ 2011:451–453). Die 
gebruik van die verskillende aandagstrepe is in Afrikaans nie so genuanseerd 
soos byvoorbeeld in Engels nie, maar mens kan met vaardigheid die onderskeid 
handhaaf en die leesbaarheid van  teks verbeter deur die aandagstrepe reg in 
te span.

In Afrikaans word ’n onderskeid getref tussen ten minste die volgende drie 
aandagstrepe:

 ● Die aandagstreep of en-streep word aan die begin van die AWS se nuwe 
hoofstuk 13 oor leestekens (2017:101–150) spesifiek bereël (2017:103–104, 
reël 13.1–3). Let daarop dat die aandagstreep – wanneer dit parentese 
aandui, in die plek van  koppelteken gebruik word of “teenoor” beteken 
– altyd voorafgegaan word en gevolg word met  spasie. Wanneer die 
en-streep gebruik word om  reeks aan te dui (die woord “tot” vervang), 
word dit sonder spasies gebruik, soos in die geval van die bladsy- en 
reëlverwysings tussen hakies in hierdie artikel. (Vergelyk NVA 2018:294–
295; TFG 2013:4.)

Voorbeelde met spasies voor en ná die aandagstreep (en-streep):

Die benadering – geskoei op internasionale modelle – is verwerp.
Die benadering het talle probleme veroorsaak – op implementerings- en 
bedryfsvlak en op personeel- en kliëntevlak.
Die eindtelling van die wedstryd was 6 – 0 ná ekstra speeltyd.
Waar die minusteken (karakterkode 2212, vergelyk die tabel hier onder) nie 
beskikbaar is nie, word die aandagstreep met spasies in die plek van die 
minusteken gebruik: 21 – 3 = 18.

Voorbeelde met geen spasies voor en ná die aandagstreep (en-streep) nie:

Die Eerste Wêreldoorlog (1914–1918) het Europa verander.
Janse van Rensburg (2018:7–17) beywer hom vir voortgesette professionele 
ontwikkeling.
Die voorgestelde leeswerk is hoofstuk 9, bladsy 101–156.

 ● Die em-streep (AWS 2017:103) se 
gebruik is meer beperk. Dit word 
veral eufemisties gebruik om 
volledige woorde gedeeltelik 
tipografies weer te gee en in 
bibliografieë om die herhaling 
van outeursname te vermy. 
Dikwels word die em-streep in 
plaas van die horisontale balkie 
in wetskrywing gebruik. 
(Vergelyk SAAZ 2011:452; TFG 
2013:41–42.)

Voorbeeld van eufemisme:

In Amerika is die woord n—g 
onaanvaarbaar. 
Voorbeeld van bibliografiese 
inskrywings:
Nel, A. 2007 ...
— 2011 ...
— 2018 ...

 ● Die horisontale balkie het in 
Afrikaans ’n beperkte funksie en 
kom slegs in regskrywing voor 
waar dit ’n reeks subbepalings 
inlei.

Voorbeeld:

5. ’n Vakature ontstaan indien die 
Voorsitter —
(i) bedank;
(ii) sterf;
(iii)  skuldig bevind word aan ’n 

kriminele misdryf;
(iv)  deur ’n bevoegde hof 

geestesongesteld verklaar 
word; ... 

BRONNE
Carstens, WAM 2018 (6e uitgawe) 

Norme vir Afrikaans: Moderne 
Standaardafrikaans. Pretoria: Van 
Schaik. (NVA)

Faasen, N 2018 Afrikaansgids. 
Kaapstad: Pharos. (AG)

Luther, J, Pheiffer, F en Gouws, RH 
(reds) 2015 (6e uitgawe). 
Handwoordeboek van die 
Afrikaanse taal. Kaapstad: Pearson. 
(HAT)

Müller, D en Pistor, S 2011 (2e 
uitgawe) Skryf Afrikaans van A tot 
Z: Die essensiële gids vir 
taalgebruikers. Kaapstad: Pharos. 
(SAAZ)

Pheiffer, F & Luther, J (reds) 2013 
HAT Taal- en feitegids. Kaapstad: 
Pearson. (TFG)

Taalkommissie van die Suid-
Afrikaanse Akademie vir 
Wetenskap en Kuns 2017 (11e 
uitgawe) Afrikaanse woordelys en 
spelreëls. Kaapstad: Pharos. (AWS)

In tabelvorm lyk die onderskeid tussen die koppelteken en aandagstrepe 
(en die minusteken) soos volg:

Koppeltekens en 
aandagstrepe

Times New 
Roman-lettertipe

Karakterkode Kortpad

Koppelteken - 002D Koppelteken = -

En-streep ‒ 2013 CTRL + minusteken op 
syfertoetsbord = –

Em-streep — 2014 CTRL + ALT + 
minusteken op 
syfertoetsbord = —

Horisontale balkie ― 2015

Minusteken − 2212
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It was a privilege for me to attend the annual conference of the  
American Copy Editors Society (ACES) in Chicago this year. 
With over 60 workshops, on topics ranging from language and 
lexicography to book editing and fact-checking, and networking 
events every evening (including a spelling bee), there was plenty 
on offer for everyone over the three days. 

It’s obviously impossible to get to everything at events like these, so I focused on 
the workshops that interested me the most (developments in conscious language) 
and the ones I thought would help me professionally. I now know what an 
explanatory comma is and how to read a manga comic (from the back, and 
anti-clockwise from the top-right panel).

I also treated myself to a workshop on how to edit comics, just for something 
different, and it was wonderful! In hindsight, I should also have attended the one 
on how to edit conlangs (constructed languages, such as Klingon), but I chose a 
boring business workshop instead. Next time, I’ll opt for the unusual (for me) 
topics, as they really help to broaden one’s horizons.

Highlights included a fantastic presentation on the features of Merriam-Webster’s 
online dictionary, delivered by editor-at-large and American editing celebrity, Peter 
Sokolowski. He explained how the unlimited space of a website allows dictionary 
publishers to give us so much more information about a word than they ever could 
in printed form, such as examples in a sentence, recent examples from the internet, 

first known use, words that rhyme, translations in 
other languages and, my favourite, other words 
that came into use in that same year. The M-W 
Time Traveler is highly recommended for all you 
word nerds! The Oxford premium subscription, 
which is part of our PEG membership, offers 
many similar features. 

The keynote speaker, Lynne Murphy, gave a 
delightful and hilarious talk on the differences 
between British and American English. I’m 
reading her book on the same topic, The 
prodigal tongue: Separated by a common 
language. It’s packed with interesting 
information and Lynne’s special brand of 
humour. Have a look at her blog, Separated 
by a Common Language (https://separated-
byacommonlanguage.blogspot.com/), to get 
a feel for her writing and approach to 
the topic.

I was interested to learn that ACES 
hasn’t been around as long as PEG! It 
was established in 1997 as a forum for 
newsroom copy editors. 

In 2007, the economic crisis saw many 
news publications closing down or 
cutting down on staff. The ACES 
committee subsequently adjusted its 
focus to cater for a much broader 
range of editing, in much the same 
way, I think, that PEG has catered for 
editors in fields other than publishing. 
Today, ACES has almost 2 500 
members (looking at population size 
and membership numbers, this is 
comparatively lower than PEG!). 
Training is provided through the 
national conference and regional boot 
camps. 

The next conference will be in 
Providence, Rhode Island, from 28 to 
30 March 2019. You can find out more 
at https://aceseditors.org/. Follow 
ACES on Twitter: @copyeditors.

Finally, for those of you looking for 
something different, the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) is recruiting 
editors! You have to be a US citizen 
and undergo a background check in 
order to apply, which counts me out. 
More than that, they couldn’t tell me 
because, you know, it’s the CIA. 

#comicscommasandtheCIA

Feedback on the 22nd 
annual conference of the 
American Copy 
Editors Society
Melissa Davidson

Melissa Davidson

The next conference will be 
in Providence, Rhode 
Island, from 28 to 30 

March 2019.

Melissa Davidson’s badge of honour – 
first-time attendee


